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A b stra c t : The energy levels o f  the Schrddinger equation for many polynomial forms o f  
potentials have been calculated, using renormalized hypervirial perturbation (renormalized series) 
for various values o f  perturbation parameters and state numbers n Results o f  good accuracy are 
produced for various eigenstates and over a wide ranges values o f  perturbation parameters.
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1. A symmetric perturbation
The study of one>dimensional anharmonic oscillators has evoked much interest because of its 
varied application in field theory [1] and molecular physics [2]. A general survey of the 
various applications may be found in the literature [3,4].
In the literature there are several papers [5-7] investigated the general properties, 
approximation schemes, and numerical calculations for the one-dimensional oscillator.
Doubly anharmonic systems of the type has been studied
analytically [8—11] and numerically [12,13]. Also this type of the potential, can serve as a 
useful model in certain situations of physical interest. It has been used in calculations of the 
vibrational spectra of molecules [14] and in a description of the behaviour of a 
niixture and so-called metamagnets near the tricritical point [15]. Some anharmonic oscillators 
with more complicate potentials have also been investigated recently [16,17,18].
The Schrodinger equation for the anharmonic oscillator with polynomial potentials can 
be expressed as
©1994IACS
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dx
+ V{x) ^ ( x )  = E ^ ( x l
where 14
V(jr) = V2X^  + ^  X^V2/X^\ A = 1.
( 1.1)
( 1.2)
21=2
The methods of calculations start from the recurrence relations which derived from the 
hypervirial and Hellmann-Feynman theorems and have been used by the author [16] in the 
form
2£(A^+I)<;r'^> =' ^v , {2N+2  + - l ) <  >. (1.3)
The next step, assuming that the energy E and the expectation values <x^> can be expanded 
in power series of the perturbation parameter A as
£  = £(L)A^
<x'^ > = 2 ^  F{N,M)X^.
(1.4)
(1.5)
In order to improve the convergence properties of the perturbation series we used a 
rearrangement of terms in the potential given by (1.2). To illustrate this technique it is 
necessary to write the potential in renormalized form
14
V^{x) = [i i-XK]x^  X
2/=4
where
/i ~ V2 + XK.
( 1.6)
(1.7)
The use of the renormalization parameter K is helpful in improving the convergence. If we 
use the perturbation expansions (1.4) and (1.5) in the hypervirial relation given by (1.3), we 
obtain the following recurrence relations corresponding to the potential ( 1.6) as follows :
(2N + 2 ) ' ^  E( L ) Fi N , M- L)  = -y [A '^  -  l]£(A ^-2 ,A/),
14
(2/V + 4) [/i£(/V + 2,M) -  KF(N + 2 , M- \ ) ]  + J ], Vj
X ( 2N + 2 + 2I  ) F{N + 2 l , M- 2) .
Applying the Hellmann-Feynman theorem in the form 
dE _ l d l f  \ _ / d V \
dX ~ \ d x l  ~ \ d x )
2/=4
( 1.8)
(1.9)
to the renormalized potential ( 1.6), we obtain the following, a recurrence relation
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14
(Af + 1)£(A / + D = 2 ^  V2,F(2/,M -1) -  KF{2,M). (I.IO)
2 /= 4
The unperturbed energy corresponding to the potential given by eq. (1.6) can be expressed as
E = (2n + 1) (« = 0 , 1, 2 ,....) . (1.11)
The recurrence relations (1.8) and (1.10) suffice to compute the coefficients of energy 
E(M) and F{N,M) and this procedure allows us to calculate the expectation values of powers 
<x^> without the explicit use of the wave functions. The input for our calculations are 
the renormalization parameter K and the state number n. The values of /t = 1 + XK, E(0) = 
(2n + 1 )V7t, are worked out by the program. The renormalized series approach seems to give 
results of good accuracy, whereas at AT = 0 the perturbation series diverge and not give 
satisfactory numerical results.
In the present work, we applied the renormalized series method to calculate the energy 
eigenvalues for the polynomial potentials (1.2) for different values of the coefficients (0 < vj/ 
< 10®; 2 /  = 2 to 14), A and state numbers 0 < « < 100, thd results listed in Table 1 and 
compared them with those produced by power series method. The renormalized series
T ab le  1. Energy eigenvalues o f f f  = P^-t-x^+  =  I, the results with all
2/=4
digits are the finite difference calculations, and those with an underline arc renormalized series 
calculations.
n V4 ^6 Vg V,o Vi2 V^4 '^ 6 '^ 8 '^ 10 Vi2 V'm
10® 10® 10  ^ 10® 10® 10® 10® 10® 10® 10® 10®
0 1064574.12561 m 5 2 4 1 2 5 8
5 2151.33655689 2151.33665 22
10 5 1 2 5 ^ 3 4 4 0 1 6 4 5125 5358673
15 8664.23393 170
20 I2644.2728Q299 12644..30Q6b88
25 1699L 58956646 16997,6625392
50 43170 .7918199 43172.214539
100 ill8IA2Q1299 IW 83,8.377 699
10® 10® 10® 10® 10^ 10^ 10® 10® 10® 10® 10®
0 49.76435381 49 .7643572
5 1013.73526970 1013,7370192
10 2434.86439731 2434.8894014
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T ab le  1. (Contd.)
n V'6 V'g V'lo Vl2 V4 Vs Vio »'I2 Vl4
10^ 10  ^ 10  ^ 10^ icf’ 10® 10^ 10® 10® 10® 10®
15 4144.932326.38 4145.0617635
20 6087.67655702 6Q88.Q9487Q4
25 8232,2? 1073 36 £2212842620
50 21447.431M4.S25 21463 .1309220
10^ I04 104 10^ 1(J4 10" lo" 10" 10" 10"
0 23.41049229 214105643
5 486.4452820 486 .4717373
10 1189.61956350 1189.9407276
15 2050.77343421 2058.2086321
10« l(j4 10  ^ lO^ lOZ 10" 10^ lO" 10^ \6^ 10^
0 23.36471246 214052057
5 48.1.91074335 48.5...6463434
10 11.66.40859332 1184.085345
15 1994.86196455 2039.253005
10^ 10  ^ 10* 10* 10* icP 10 ^ 10* lO* i(P l(p
0 1L2Q268223 11.21069524
5 243.06643573 241^2820348
10 616.98561922 619 .28474307
method works extremely well for the potential (1.2), but for higher values of the coefficients 
V2/ and state numbers the power series gives a better accuracy than the renormalized series. 
Also we did some checks for some of our results by applied the finite difference method and 
the agreement is good.
Also we extend the numerical calculation to the three-dimensional case
V{r) = r‘ + /(/+l)r"^ + v.AV** + v.AV” + VoAV“, A = I.i2 4 2 6 ,2 8 ( 1. 12)
The main difference between (1.2) and (1.12) lies in the angular momentum term /(/ + l)r®. 
Using hypervirial and Hellmann-Feynman theorems as used for one dimensional case we 
obtain the following recurrence relation
(2A/+2) ^  E(L)F(N, M-L)  = |^2/V/(/+l) - ^ ( n ^ - \ ) ^ F ( N - 2 , M )
+ (2A^+4) [pF{N-^2,M)-KF{N-\-2,M-\)]  + v^{2N-¥6)F{N-^A,M-2)  
+ V6(2A^+8)F(A^+6.A/-2) + V8(2yV+10)f(A^+8,A/-2) (1.13)
(A# + l)£(A f + l) = 2v4F (4,A /-1) + 2vgF (6.M -l) + 2vgF(8,A /-l) 
- K F ( 2 , M ) .  (1.14)
The unperturbed energy corresponding to the potential given by eq. (1.12) can be expressed
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as
E = (4n  ^ + 2/ + 3) ^[iI, (1.15)
where / and are called the angular nnomentum and radial quantum number respectively. 
We listed our results for potential (1.12) in Table 2, for different values of quantum numbers 
(tifr and /) and over wide range values of (V4, v ,^ vg), we compare our results with those 
produced by power series.
T ab le  2. Energy eigenvalues o f  V(r) = / ( /+  1 ) +  V4A ^ ^ +  V5A ^ ^ +  vgAV® at A := 1; the
results w ith all d ig its are the power series calculations, and those with an underline are 
renormalized series calculations.
1 V4 V6 vg r M K
1 1 \(f- 10^ 10^ 92.1401906095743 104 2500
1 1 10^ l(P \Q^ 128.1372957828276 95 3200
1 1 10^ 1(P 10* 178.6145677213552 78 5200
10 10 10^ l62 10^ 2294.5118412094050 142 8200
10 10 icP l(P I02 2694.1977914977313 173 12000
10 10 10^ 10^ 10^ 2921.2720339536001 180 17000
0 10 I()2 lO^ XO^ 305.3383757274058 207 6000
10 0 102 102 1()2 948.2392243975153 197 6000
0 100 1()2 0 0 4169.2014223521495 218 10000
0 100 0 10^ 0 5Z113253626897358 215 16000
0 20 102 102 102 752.1806808813684 217 6000
0 15 \6^ lO^ lO^ 512.0402209085576 197 7000
5 5 10 10 10 359.77599850^ 51161 201 4000
5 5 1()2 lO^ 621.3869926514746 180 5000
5 5 1(P l(p 10? 1131.1815294255389 111 8000
0 5 1(P 10^ 10^ 266.8175342046574 119 7000
5 0 10^ 10^ 10^ 685.3622486445382 105 7000
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Table 2. ( C o n i d . )
H vg E„.l M
0  0  10^ la* 10^ 40 .5284743956459 117 7000
15 15 1(P 1(P ICP 5219.9147908599012 130 18000
15 15 1(P 0  0  .3.597.6256815090510  111 80000
25 25 10< lO* Itf* 19776.9827102975313 83 38000
25 25 10< 1(7* 0  18280.619.5643853477 89 38000
0  25 1(7* 10* 10* 3632 .4462627886319 150 .38000
50  50 10* 10* 10* 99855 .437499001 2 00  1(7*
50  50 10* 10* 0 94385 .661145998 2 16  10®
50 50 10* 0  0 80632.70103278 6 2 20  10®
0 50  10* 10* 10* 18302.85844077525 212 400000
50 0  10* 10* 10* 57223 .385600001 214 400000
0  0  10* 10* 10* 178.7748.524812998 53 30000
We have discovered that the renormalized series method will work a better for the 
perturbed potentials (1.2), ifw e taking different power of 2^ }; ?i^J\ ,J2 = 1, 2, 3, 4, instead 
of A, we took two types of potentials as the examples to show the applicability of this 
technique to improve the convergence of the perturbation series. If we applied the techniques 
and 2^ .2 to the potential (1.2 ), we obtain the following forms corresponding to these 
examples
V(x) = + X '^\V^x* + X'^v^x^, (1.16)
V{x) = x^ + (1.17)
By employing the hypervirial relation (1.3) and using perturbation expansions (1.4) and (1.5) 
to the potentials (1.16) and (1.17), the following recurrence relations are obtained
(2/V + 2) 2]^ E{L)F{N, M-L)  = ----- -l]F (yV -2 ,A f)
+ {2N+4)[nFiN+2,M)-KFiN+2,M-\ )]+Vt{2N+6)F{N + 4 . M - J \ )
+ V2„{2N+2P)F(N+2m,M-J2)  m = 3, 4; 71,72 = 1, 2, 3, 4..., (1.18)
where
fi = I + A.jAT; A_, = A^', A_2 = A-'^ (1.19)
Applying the Hellmann-Feynman theorem given by eq. (1.9) to potentials (1.16) and (1.17), 
we obtain a recurrence relation for the energy coefficients in the form
(M+1)£(M+D=71 v^F(4,M-J\)+J2 V2„F(2m,Af-72)-£F(2,W). (1.20)
The energy eigenvalues for the double perturbation anharmonic oscillator defined by the 
potentials (1.16) and (1.17) have been calculated by applied the technique of various power 
of and A^ together with different values of the renormalization parameter K. In this 
technique, we exploit the various power of (71 and 72) together with values of the 
renormalization parameter K to achieve results with the best accuracy. It is interesting to apply
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A^* and A*^  technique to produce perturbation series with a better convergence than the 
original perturbation series with (71 = 72 = 1), the numerical example to clarified this situation 
is that, if we look to Table 3, at A] = A2 = 10; 71 = 72 = 1; V4 = = 1, the eigenvalue has
poor accuracy and equal to 3.1, but the accuracy improves with another values of parameters 
= A2 = 10; 71 = 2, 72 = 4; V4 = 10 ,^ V5 = 1, and the eigenvalue corresponding to this set of
T ab le  3 . Energy eigenvalues o f H = First Wne; power series
calculation, other lines; renormaliiSed series calculations.
2m J\ J2 A2 V'4 £'o M K
6 . 4 4 0.1 0.1 1 1
1 151518875960  
1.151518875 161 60
1 1 0.1 0.1 1 1 1.151518 71 220
I 4 0 1 0.1 icr*"^ 1 1.151518875 184 70
4 4 1 1 1 1
1.614894082031 
1 61489408 156 100
1 1 1 1 1 1 1.6148 189 250
1 4 1 1 1 1 1.614894082 154 90
4 1 1 1 1 1 1.614894 101 100
3 1 1 1 1 1 1.614894 106 100
1 3 1 1 1 1 1.614894082 169 90
4 4 10 10 1 1
2 794087177819  
2.79408717 136 180
1 1 10 10 I 1 3.1 55 120
1 1 1 1 10 10 2 79408 57 180
2 4 10 10 \d^ 1 2 79408717 151 180
4 4 l x l ()2 IxIO^ 1 1
5.425470091197  
5 4254701 119 350
1 1 1 1 \d^ 102 5.42547 81 920
2 4 10^ 102 \ ( f lO^ 5 42547009 109 280
1 4 2x 10^ 2x 10^ 1 1
6 706460210563  
6.7064602 133 350
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T a b le  3 . (Contd.)
2m 71 72 Ai h V4 V2m Eo M K
6 6 2x 102 2x 10^ 1 1 6 .706460 131 900
2 2 1 1 2x l ( P 2x 10^ 6.706460 132 2000
2 4 2x 10^ 2x 102 4x10* I 6.70646021 104 340
H .114942303'70
4 4 1(P 1(P 1 1 1 U 1 4 9 4 85 800
4 4 1 1 1(P 1(P 11.1149423 165 6000
2 4 10*'^ la^ 10^ 1 11.11494230 81 440
23 .36424510195
4 4 la* 10^ 1 1 23.3642 51 1200
4 4 I 1 10* 10^ 23.36424510 112 15500
2 2 10^ 10^ 10* 10^ 23.364245101 59 750
1 1 10^ 10^ I0'2 10«2 23.3642451 55 780
8 1.2022691851
6 6 OJ 0 1 1 I 1.20226 161 140
3 3 0.1 0 1 1(T^ lOT'^ 1.202 136 210
4 4 0.1 O.I 1 I 1.20226 116 120
1 6451639251
6 6 1 I 1 1 1.6451 100 175
3 3 1 1 1 1 1.645 1 1 1 300
2 .7125103247
6 6 10 10 1 1 2.7125 122 390
3 3 10 10 lO-"^ \0^ 2 7 1 2 116 •580
5 .1824766428
6 6 102 102 1 1 5.18247 123 690
6 6 1 I io2 10^ 5 .182476 192 2000
3 3 10^ 10^ 10^ 10^ 5.182 116 880
10.738633995
6 6 10^ 10^^ 1 1 10.73 69 990
6 6 1 1 10^ \6^ 10.738633 182 7500
3 3 10^ lO^ 10^ 10^ 10.7386339 125 1400
T a b le  3 . {Contd.)
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2m J\ J1 ^0 M
2 2 10^  10^  10^  10^
6 6 1  1 10^  10^  
3 3 10^ 10^ 10*2 10*2
2 2 10^  10^  10® 10®
10.7386339
22.909444802
22.9094448
22.9094448
22.909444802
79 480
184 23000
89 2300
59 700
parameters is 2.79408717, it is clear for this example how this technique can be used to give 
perturbation series with a better convergence, and this picture can be generalized to other 
eigenvalues reported in Table 3. The results are compared with those calculated by power 
series. We did some checks for our results by applying the finite difference method [16] and 
the agreement is good.
On the other hand, the same technique has been used by the author [16] for 
single perturbation such as h f i  and Ajc® and succeeded to improve the convergence of the 
perturbation series.
2. An asymmetric perturbation
The problem of the anharmonic oscillator with potential
V(x) = + X^x^ -H X^ x"  ^ + X^x^, (2.1)
has been treated by many workers. For example for the case X4 = A5 = 0 has been treated by 
Drummond [19,20] and Witwit [21]. On the other hand, the problem which consists of 
equally weighted cubic and quartic has been studied by the workers [22,23], also the same 
problem with mixed weighted is treated by the author [24].
The potential (2.1) can be rewritten in terms of the single perturbation parameter A3 as 
V(x) = + aX^x* + fiX^x^ (2.2)
with parameters a  and p  replaced by
a  = A4/A3 , p  = A5/A3 (2.3)
in this way, we can avoid the use of three-parameter hypervirial relations.
The energy perturbation series is expected to be divergent, so we start by introducing a 
renormalization parameter K,  and write the potentials as given by eq. (2 .2) in the 
renormalized form
V'(,x) = tix^ + [v (j:) -  n  = \ + KXj. (2.4)
68BK9)
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We shall use the hypervirial relations (1.3) in calculating the perturbation energy series, 
and inserting the series expansions given by eqs. (1.4) and (1.5) into (1.3) and taking into 
account the potential coefficients (2.4), we obtain the following recurrence relation after 
some algebra.
{2N + 2) E(L)F(N, M-L)  = - y - i]f ()V- 2,Af)
0
+ (2N + 4)[^lAFN + 2, ^^) -KF(N + 2,M-^)]  + [2N + 5]F(A( + 3 ,M -1)
+ a[2N + 6]F(N + 4 , M -] )  + p[2N+ 7]F(N+ 5 , M (2.5)
Applying the Hcllmann-Feynman theorem as given by eq. (1.9), to the potential given by eq. 
(2.4), we obtain a recurrence relation in the form
(A/+1)£(M +1) = F(XM) + aF(4M)  + PF(5M)  -  KF(N^2,M \ (2.6)
It is clear now that from recurrence relations (2.5) and (2.6) we obtain the fiill set of F(N, M) 
and E{M) coefficients starting from the initial condition F(0,0) = 1, and the unperturbed 
energy
£ (0 ) = (2n + 1) 7 ^ . (2.7)
One of our main aims in this paper, has been to present a detailed numerical analysis of the 
applicability of the renormalized series technique to treat potentials with mixed parity. To this 
end, we have chosen the model potential (2 .1), which describes a rather general example of 
one-dimensional anharmonic oscillators. By choosing different combinations of values for the 
three perturbation parameters A3, A4 and A5, it has been possible to produce different potential 
models.
We present, in Table 4, the energy eigenvalues of the anharmonic oscillator with cubic 
and quartic perturbations as functions of the perturbation parameters A3 and A4 for several
T a b le  4 . Energy values for V(jc) =  X^x^ +  ^ 5^ '^  using renormalized senes
method for various values o f  perturbation parameters.
A3 A4 ^^ 5 £0 El E2 ^3
.005 0.01 1.00735771435469 3.0364272121035 5.0936905158304 7.1781183747758
0.10 1.06527568399354 3.3068246121398 5.7478648601958 8.3525354306522
0.25 1.14189585511471 3.6394576000722 6 .5008628065024 9.6335679285827
0 .50 1.2418505021099 4.0519194867023 7.3968797843243 11.115126277461
1.0 1.392349750758 4.648806568188 8.65504054471 13.15679158898
0.01 1.00576886937146 3.0266191648079 5.0687289016914 7 .1322970211534
0 .10 1.06430069945359 3.3021185762077 5.7384921561244 8.3384014650063
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Tabic 4 . ( Contd.)
h A4 ^5 EO £ 1 E l E l
0.25 0 1.14130278361876 3.6370346138601 6.4966102173445 9.6276256007405
0.50 1.241498138841 4.050647665847 7.394814585105 11.112353642035
l.O 1.39216252856 4.648199018081 8.65410856255 13.15557289663
0.10 0.01 1.00083993999852 2.9956365665019 4.9884199694797 6.9825277459063
0.10 1.06131852357717 3.2876938763002 5.7097676470864 8.2951195841333
0.25 1.1394981346215 3.629662368688 6.4836800715409 9.6095670131943
0.50 1.240428350985 4.046787613725 7.3885490156833 11.103943609816
1.0 1.39159475323 4.64635694461 8.65128327808 13.151878736977
h A4 ^5 £4 Ef,
0 10 0.01 0 8.9809416863520 10.986259878406 13.000696647723 21.181917013056
0.10 11.0220409630396 13.874923092764 16.841914325326 29.687195645480
0.25 12 9605902775959 16.506559598401 20.225956007962 36.557370994951
0.50 15.1230121295697 19.402013750853 23.910493178110 43.850800904660
1.0 18.051576650349 23.290478867393 28.827450858074 53.437901941128
02 0.10 10.7830824467004 13.579318823101 16.491636086072 29.134893105405
0.25 0 12.86836231.30841 16.396253943586 20.098491208648
36.367873940744
0.50 15.08137.36349748 19.353025144743 23.854564733866 43.769952745110
1.0 18.033615241176 23.269571687268 28.803768347799 53.404281000603
1.5 20.178756639207 26.103269277798 32.373260974573 60.301110921738
0.5 0.25 12.181484325 15.580555231 19.1609852443 34.9921935051
0.50 14.7840149397 19.0040209541. 23.4568383591 43.1974580399
1.0 17.9070810043 23.1224017737 28.6371598917 53.16807765228
2.0 21.8644314631 28.3337636053 35.18637732384 65.75187282326
5.0 28.8557548039 37.5166869668 46.70486003031 87.78730233483
10 35.8773980475 46.7201617192 58.23130116979 109.75871767436
-^ 3 A4 - 5^ Eo El E l E l
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.2044787015 3.918226733 7.1820025794 10.8282366831
1.0 1.0 0.0 1.31025753 4.3890214 8.26338075' 12.64864211
0.01 0.5 0.01 1.24174017656 4.051282982634 7.3951416045 11.111692971
0.01 1.0 0.1 1.3902715879 4.6362368207 8.6183432096
13.0812998664
0.1 5.0 0.15 2.017589535 7.0102836464 13.460408183
20.8009524294
0.5 100 0.75 4.99925093 17.829637961 34.97294395
54.383608370
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Table 4. (Contd)
^3 A4 ^0 £'2
1.0 200 1.5 6.262537951 22.3737730463 43.81244461 68..362955.5646
2.5 750 3.5 9.67363483 34.6209055415 67.87547409 105.969513229
10 1000 5 10.63821065 38 082626711 74.67.507191 1 16..59470481
100 10* 100 22.85432404 81.884030839 160.65706017 2.50.91221.542
150 10^ 200 22.84442729 81.85701573 160.61507478 2.50.85449612
25 1500 15 12.16392103 43.55863859 85.43175664 13.3.403674069
50 5000 50 18.14834586 65.01343695 127..54.3972I6 199.187111486
h A4 ^5 £4 F-5 E t 8^
1.0 1.0 0.0 17.443444904 22.58488077 28.030078.594 .39.712747315
0.01 0.5 0.01 15.1310811164 19 40962283321 23.91689827.598 .3.3..5318.5.34194
0.1 1.5 0.15 20.0113532057 25.851143.30471 .32.01890951229 4.5.2031917825
0.5 100 0.75 75.8745850211 99 02957.35106 123 6.36482.3581 17 6 .6 2 2 2 2 4 5 8 1
1.5 500 2.5 129.3005431722 168.8.3211.30742 210  8.503321336 .301..345.566.3486
10 1000 5 16 2 .79170061 212.581292801 265..5047982398 .379 4914777277
100 10^ 100 350.38766119 457.606516923 571.5797406049 817.0682.528825
150 10^ 200 350.31361766 4.57.515472185 .571 4710082311 816.9220.500.538
25 1500 15 186.272675593 243 254602984 30.3 8242472111 4.34.28162.50151
50 5000 50 278.147648949 363.25359962.3 453.7200860921 648.5752495.548
eigenstates n = 0, J, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10. It appears from our results, that the renormalized series 
work equally well for small and high values of A3 and A4. To get the energy eigenvalues of 
the workers [22-24], it is necessary to multiple their energy values by 2, since they used 
in their hamiltonian. The precision of the energies seems good even for excited states, but the 
previous approaches [22-24] achieved only six figures; our results can thus considered as 
more accurate.
Also in Table 4, we list the energy for (2.2) for state numbers « = 0, 1,2,  3, 4, 5, 6, 
8 for several sets of values of perturbation parameters A3, A4 and A5. We extend our 
calculation to involve another term of perturbation A^ r^ . To produce result with good 
accuracy, we must choose the best values of K,  and to achieve this choice, we have tested 
many values of K until we obtained the best convergence *
3. Symmetric double-well potential
The fundamental system of interest to us here is the double-well potential of the form
V( x )  =  -zV  + (3.1)
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The most studied model system of this kind is the smooth double-well potential of the form 
with 2 / = 4. A variety of techniques have been used to investigate the eigenvalues and other 
properties of such a potential [25-291. Its eigenvalue spectrum has the feature that the lower 
eigenvalues are closely bunched in pairs if the two wells are sufficiently separated i.e. (large 
values of Z ).
To calculate energy eigenvalues for the double-well potential, we considered the 
Schrddinger equation
dx^
-  + x^^ = E^(x) . (3.2)
The double-well potential has two minima at a* = ± a „, and one local maximum at a  = 0. The 
probability of finding the particle is locally maximal at a = ± x„,. Its low energy levels should 
involve wave functions which present the maximal probability density at a position close to 
the minium of the two-well potential. In this case we expand V{x) around the right-hand 
minimum. Let x„^  and V (a ,„) be the values of a  and ^ ( a ), respectively, at the minimum.
It is easy to show that
A«, =
/
and
21
(3.3)
(3.4)
Let z = A -  A„,; the Taylor series expansion of V(x) around z = 0 can be written as a 
V'(’ ) = + V'{x„,)z + y V ' ' { x , y  +
21
y=4
d ' V ( x ) 
dx^ J !
A =  A„,
(3.5)
The central idea o f  this work is to expand the potential V(a ) in a Taylor series about its 
minimum value, and solve the resulting approximate problem by hypervirial perturbation 
theory. Physically, as the potential well is very deep (large values) the classical turning 
points for the lowest bound states are very close to the minimum of each well; therefore the 
particle, even quantum mechanically, can in the main see only the region of the potential near 
the minima. The lower levels for this potential are almost two-folJ degenerate.
The potential V(z) given by (3 5) can be rewritten in terms of the perturbation 
parameter A as
2 /
V{Z)= 5 ^  KVi J ) : ^ :  A = I (3.6)
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With the coefficients given by eq. (3 .5 )------j  — is replaced by XV(J).
dx J •
In order to improve the convergence properties of the perturbation series we use a 
rearrangement of terms in the potential given by (3.6). To illustrate this technique it is 
necessary to write the potential appearing in eq. (3.6) in renormalized form
27
= V'K,) + + x Y , n i ) z \
/=3
where jU is given the numerical value 
H = XK.
(3.7)
(3.8)
If we use the perturbation expansions (1.4) and (1.5) in the hypervirial relation given by 
eq. (1.3), we obtain the recurrence relation
^  N
(2 )V + 2 ) E ( L ) F ( N , M - D  = [a/^  -  l]F()V-2.Af)
-  (2A' + 4) \iuF(N + 2,M) -  KF{N + 2,M -])]
27
+ X ^'(/)(2A^ + 2 +/ )F( / V+/ , Af - l ) . (3.9)
7=^3
Applying the Hellmann-Feynman theorem given by eq. (1.9), we obtain a recurrence relation 
for the energy coefficients of the form
2/
iM + \)E{M + \) = V(J)F(J,M)-KF{2,M). (3.10)
7 =  3
The unperturbed energy corresponding to the double-well potential can be expressed as
£ (0 ) = V/(x„,) + (2« + l )  in = 0, 1, 2....). (3.11)
From the recurrence relations (3.9) and (3.10) together with the unperturbed energy (3.11) 
and the initial coefficient value F((),0) = 1, we can calculate sequentially the perturbation 
scries for the <z^> and the energy.
The renormalized scries method has been used for calculating the eigenvalues of the 
double-well potential given by eq. (3.1). Eigenvalues for different values of Z ,^ 2 /  and state 
number/? arc listed in Table 5.
In Table 5, we list the energy eigenvalue for 2 / = 4 -  14 and for different values of 
and state numbers //. It is clear from the Table 5 that there is agreement between our results 
and the previous published results of Balsa et al [25] and Saavedra and Buendia [28] up to
decimal places, respectively, at higher values of Z^ ; but at lower values of it was found 
that the renormalized series faced greater convergence difficulties.
Table 5. Energy eigenvalue.s for H = ~  ^ for different values of and I. We
compare our results for the case 21 = 4. The digits with underlines arc the earliest digits to disagree 
with the values calculated by other workers.
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2/ -E. 21
4 7 0 8.66678 6 50 0 122.18207663324
10 0 20 6335^ 17929  [25] 50 2 95 59546605
15 0 50 841387284284  [25] 100 4 288 637884778574
25 0 149.2194.56142191 [28] 150 6 541 591510339354
30 0 217.287769647313 150 10 452.56677917451
40 0 391.080887530226 200 0 1060.497306.59884
50 0 615 .020090902757  [251 2(X) 10 790.294374761635
100 0 2485 86788034207;^ [28] 250 20 899 697006946664
100 38 1960.350416162349 [251 350 30 1438 .54384241202
350 20 30070.3410019022 1000 100 6278 85555087975
8 200 0 518 386164077723 10 250 0 487 94744957
300 0 906 804329278071 600 0 1520 07529.3620677
400 2 1248 36413667149 7.50 2 1873.157090.387933
500 10 1308.16607088549 1000 4 2.576 1247.59512495
1000 12 3757 11868789022 2500 10 7958 93547002.3978
5000 20 36818.2152343266 5000 20 18468 644.55775824
8000 50 64724.1278299979 12000 80 44168 8.3078468729
12 5000 2 15330.4550760349 14 6(XX) 0 15583.5891495603
10000 8 33956.5035261383 6000 4 14543.4675910831
15000 10 55592.2396422714 10000 8 25750 0659173666
15000 20 51929.9726421977 30(XX) 2 101845.799152606
20000 30 71149.4312776047 400CX) 2 142899 112064633
2000 0 51858.1594416283 50000 4 184228 317084639
4000 2 11644.3695556225 80000 ^ 10 314775.161831223
80000 50 40116.8193850355 1(XX)00 20 399597.756264691
100000 100 48594.4889916022 100000 50 368582.208502683
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